
First 

Our doctor will engage in a one-on-one conversation with you to determine your medical history, and the 

causes of your problem. The adjustment and treatment procedures are then customized to fit the patient’s 

needs. 

The next step 

In evaluation and treatment is to utilize the Pulstar sophisticated computer analysis to pinpoint the problem 

areas. The information is then charted graphically on a computer monitor, so your doctor can detect the 

problem areas on each and every visit.  

Your doctor 

Will now begin treatment with the Pulstar. By applying the Pulstar Resonant Force Impulses precisely to the 

affected areas, you will receive gentle, effective treatment to that specific area, reducing the subluxation. 

This will relieve the pressure on the nerve, allow the nerve to heal, and restore the nerve’s ability to 

transmit signals to the brain more freely. Most importantly, it will help relieve the pain! In addition, your 

doctor may again take the readings after the adjustment with the Pulstar to compare the results. Now that’s 

putting analysis on a whole new level! 

Getting a Pulstar Adjustment 

The Pulstar is the most advanced Chiropractic analysis and treatment instrument in existence today. With 

the Pulstar, our office has built a sterling reputation by delivering results that make a difference. This 

technological marvel can help you return to a healthier lifestyle. You may no longer have to live with a 

persistent painful condition.  

The Perfect Office Visit 

Since, you want only the best for your health; consider a chiropractic adjustment with the Pulstar. When you 

match technology and chiropractic, the results are incredible! Often, people live with a condition because; 

they do not realize that they have an alternative. The Pulstar offers you an alternative. 

The Pulstar determines the best adjustment mode for your specific condition, and then administers a 

controlled percussive force to the misalignment. The treatment is consistent, measurable and extremely 

gentle. There is no guesswork, and it is safe for individuals of all ages. 

It is never too late to improve your health and well-being. Join our many patients who are enjoying a new 

world of health improvements resulting from treatment with the Pulstar. Now is the time to embrace an 

alternative to your pain. 



$69.00 Includes 

• The	  exam	  

• 4	  adjustments-‐full	  spine	  

• Mechanical	  massage	  and	  traction	  (very	  gentle	  and	  effective)	  

• Therapeutic	  exercises	  administered	  by	  the	  Doctor	  with	  a	  special	  chiropractic	  table	  

• Percussion	  massage	  prior	  to	  adjustment	  to	  prepare	  soft	  tissue	  (feels	  great	  and	  effective)	  

• Manual	  therapy	  (again	  performed	  by	  the	  Doctor	  )	  

	  

Total	  value	  approximately	  $900.00	  	  ($225.00	  per	  visit)	  

	  


